1. Log in to your OneStart account,
2. Select the “E Training” option from the left-hand menu, and
3. Select the “Launch E Training” button.
Enroll in the Course

1. Select the “Catalog” box.

2. Follow the pathway above: Catalog → University-wide → Environmental Health & Safety → IUPUI & IUPUC → Online Training, and

3. Click the “Enroll” button to the right of the NIH Guidelines training for IUPUI.
Once Enrolled, Access My Courses

1. Select the “My Courses” box.

2. Follow the pathway above: My Courses → University-wide → Environmental Health & Safety → IUPUI & IUPUC → Online Training, and

3. Click the “Open” button to the right of the NIH Guidelines training for IUPUI.
IBC-NIH Guidelines for IUPUI

This module is offered by the Indiana University Office of Research Administration in collaboration with the Institutional Biosafety Committee. This module is intended for an audience of laboratory researchers who work with biological materials on the IUPUI campus.

NIH Guidelines

1. Click this line to begin the presentation.
2. Research Location Information
3. Quiz

1. Launch the presentation first,
2. Launch the “Research Location Information” once the presentation is complete and input your specific lab association, and
3. Launch the quiz and answer the questions to receive your score.